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We have picked up speed! We are on full course for the Jugendfestival5 of the German Deaf Youth 
e.V. on 1st and 2nd October 2022 in Hamburg.

In February, the ticket sales for the cooperation tickets with the ViFest! in Berlin started.  In mid-March, 
this was followed by the start of ticket sales for the Jugendfestival5. Block A was sold out in less than 
half an hour. This was followed by Block B, which was announced as sold out at the end of March. 
Currently, tickets are still available in Block C! We were very pleased with the high turnout and thus 
see the need for a sign language empowering event for adolescents and children.

In the wake of the Corona pandemic and the Hamburg regulations we are subject to comply with the 
venue, there have been several changes. After an initial existing 2G provision, the city has now 
declared relaxations and the measures have been dropped. To be on the safe side, we - the 
organising team - are at least preparing for 3G - so the festival is now open to everyone.

The youth and children's programmes have also been finalised - both programmes are now fully 
staffed with speakers who promise exciting lectures and workshops!

For the opening and closing ceremonies, we were able to secure top-class artists as well as up-and-
coming talents! We are excited about the performances and look forward to offering the audience art 
and performance on stage!

We have already received numerous applications for our information stalls. We are very happy about 
this and are in negotiations with the applicants. Interested parties can still apply for an info stall until 
15.7.22.

https://dgj-jugendfestival.de/
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For the evening show, the artists Amila & Jamila Ouahid have confirmed their participation - two VV 
talents from Sweden who will lead us through the evening. Since 14.06.22, evening show tickets can 
be bought. It is now also possible to buy day tickets for individual days.

In addition to all the anticipation and active support, we are still dependent on further financial 
means to realise the planned programme (see financial report), which is why we are still looking for 
sponsors and donors. We appreciate any support!

Furthermore, we are happy if you forward information about the festival to children and young 
people who are more difficult to reach - it is a special concern of ours to be able to offer these 
children and young people in particular a safe haven and a festival that strengthens their identity!

Daniel Beilborn on behalf of the German Deaf Youth e.V.




